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ABSTRACT
Our aim is to look at how retention of Hmong students is negatively affected by racism on campus. Specifically, we will be looking at how Hmong students are more likely to consider leaving the university due to racism on campus. The survey included items relating to their experience and their thoughts on the campus climate at the University. Of these 3,167 students, 101 of the students marked that they identified as Hmong, and 1,719 marked that they identified as White. Participants who marked themselves as Hmong or White were used as comparisons for studying retention rates when it comes to race-based incidents. Questions related to retention, bias incidents and treatment were then analyzed for the two groups and other categories. Questions consisted of a likert scale of whether participants agreed or disagreed to the statements at hand. Significance of data was interpreted through the use of cross tabulations and descriptive means.

Due to the fact that there is not a direct measure of retention in the 2015 Campus Climate Dataset, two variables (Q43 and Q45) were chosen as indirect measures of retention. Climate1 variable was chosen as a retention rate of Hmong students is affected by more than one factor but race-based incidents are a factor when it comes to retention. In addition, our research is limited in the sense of intersectionality. It focuses in on one factor of effect but there are also many other conditional variables such as financial needs, family needs, mental health, sexism and etc. With our findings of race-based incident factors we believe it can add to and contribute to further research on this topic of retention and the different influencing factors that play a role into what causes Hmong students and even other students of color to choose to leave the university. This research can expand beyond just Hmong students and go in to other ethnic groups on campus.

INTRODUCTION
The ideal college experience ranges from staying in the dorms, having a good advisor, taking the right courses, feeling welcome, and ultimately graduating. In regards to college experiences, the intention of our research is to analyze how students of color’s college experience, as a student with many other identities and backgrounds, show differences within a predominantly white campus. Our interest falls on the Critical Race Theory in which we examine how the environment on campus looks like for marginalized groups such as Hmong students.

Critical Race Theory (CRT) emerges from the view of race as a socially constructed concept which serves to uphold the interests for a white population. When we talk about race in our study we focus on the idea of whiteness. CRT helps us critically think of ways race plays a role in our everyday life. Altogether, the theory addresses relationships between race, racism, and power (Delgado and Stefancic). In regards to our hypothesis, CRT informs our study about the different experiences between Hmong students and white students. While Hmong students experience different treatments base on their race, white students do not experience this. Thus, white students do not experience bias incidents like Hmong students do on campus. Our finding confirms what CRT predicts, i.e. that the college experience for students of color is mitigated by race. Furthermore, the experience of Hmong students on campus differs and in some ways is less satisfactory than other students of color. The similarities between many students of color are that students of colors’ experience institutional racism whether it be in classrooms, faculties, due to teaching contents, and more.

METHODS
A total of 3,167 students took part in the 2015 UWEC Campus Climate Survey. The survey included items relating to their experience and their thoughts on the campus climate at the University. Of these 3,167 students, 101 of the students marked that they identified as Hmong and 1,719 marked that they identified as White. Participants who marked themselves as Hmong or White were used as comparisons for studying retention rates when it comes to race-based incidents. Questions related to retention, bias incidents and treatment were then analyzed for the two groups and other categories. Questions consisted of a likert scale of whether participants agreed or disagreed to the statements at hand. Significance of data was interpreted through the use of cross tabulations and descriptive means.

Due to the fact that there is not a direct measure of retention in the 2015 Campus Climate Dataset, two variables (Q43 and Q45) were chosen as indirect measures of retention. Climate1 variable was chosen as a retention rate of Hmong students is affected by more than one factor but race-based incidents are a factor when it comes to retention. In addition, our research is limited in the sense of intersectionality. It focuses in on one factor of effect but there are also many other conditional variables such as financial needs, family needs, mental health, sexism and etc. With our findings of race-based incident factors we believe it can add to and contribute to further research on this topic of retention and the different influencing factors that play a role into what causes Hmong students and even other students of color to choose to leave the university. This research can expand beyond just Hmong students and go in to other ethnic groups on campus.

The university and its administration need to implement more awareness on diversity on campus. First, hiring faculty that are competent in different departments for students’ academics should be a top priority. Next, faculty and students should engage in more critical and educational events that will accommodate to students of colors in academic settings at the institution level.

FINDINGS

TABLE I:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Hmong</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>White Male</th>
<th>White Female</th>
<th>White Male</th>
<th>White Female</th>
<th>Straight</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q20_5:</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q20_17:</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other categories of students of color were similarly high or higher on this variable (e.g. African American students (61.5%) and all students of color (44.7%). Hmong students were also significantly more likely to choose not to recommend the university than other groups.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Results from this analysis indicate that Hmong students tend to experience more types of bias incidents than white students of students of color in general. They are also more likely to feel that these bias incidents are due to their race and/or their ethnicity. We suggest that these two factors are likely to contribute to the greater likelihood of considering leaving UWEC and the lower likelihood of recommending UWEC to friends and family. The results of bias incidents and recommendations show that Hmong students are in fact facing race-based incidents and thus becoming a factor into reasons Hmong students decide to leave the university. When looking at comments of Hmong students in regards to climate, many of the comments spoke about racism. Ten out of the thirty four had mentioned race and ethnicity as a factor when it came to comments about leaving. When it came to comments about whether they would recommend the university, nine out of the twenty seven comments said that they wouldn’t due to some form of discrimination. Many other comments made by Hmong students were met with frustration with the campus climate being bad on campus due to race based incidents and recommendations of change. Thus we come to find that indirectly measuring, retention rate of Hmong students is affected by more than one factor but race-based incidents are a factor when it comes to retention.

In addition, our research is limited in the sense of intersectionality. It focuses in on one factor of effect but there are also many other conditional variables such as financial needs, family needs, mental health, sexism and etc. With our findings of race-based incident factors we believe it can add to and contribute to further research on this topic of retention and the different influencing factors that play a role into what causes Hmong students and even other students of color to choose to leave the university. This research can expand beyond just Hmong students and go in to other ethnic groups on campus.

The university and its administration need to implement more awareness on diversity on campus. First, hiring faculty that are competent in different departments for students’ academics should be a top priority. Next, faculty and students should engage in more critical and educational events that will accommodate to students of colors in academic settings at the institution level.
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